Advanced RULES - Introducing the function gem
On planet Ram there are special gems, called FUNCTIONS, which can grant the finder of the
gem the ability to issue one advanced command to their Program.
The FUNCTION gem is part of the Advanced Rules for Bits and Bytes and should only be
introduced for older and/or experienced players. Please do not introduce this too early as
it may cause frustration.
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A player can play the FUNCTION card at the start of their turn, it can only be used
once and the issued command can only last one turn
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To use the FUNCTION gem the player must structure their command in one of two
ways (using the Function gem will help teach children conditional statements, loops
and even nesting of Functions if they have found two or more Function cards). The
two valid commands are:
IF something happens THEN do something
For example, a player could issue the command
“IF i reveal a wall THEN remove the wall”
DO something UNTIL something happens
For example, a player could issue the command
“DO keep moving me forward UNTIL i reveal a wall”
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It is up to the child’s imagination to fill in the blanks, as long as they structure the
command correctly (creativity is an important part of computer coding)
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A player must still turn over (reveal) the card in front of their Program before they can
move forward. The normal rules for the revealed card are played (see point 7 in the
section titled “Playing the Basic Game”) unless their issued command counteracts the
eﬀect of the revealed card

This is only the start of what you can do with Bits & Bytes. If you would like to ask us
a question, watch instructional videos, learn the advanced rules or read more about
the Programs and their planet Ram then visit

2 to 4 PLAYERS

|

AGES 4 AND UP

Quick Start Rules

F

ar from Earth on a planet called Ram,
live the Programs - small monsters
with stumpy legs and big toes. Life
on Ram was idyllic until the dreaded CPU
arrived. No one knows where he came from
but his appearance is not of their world.
CPU is the overlord of Ram and ruthlessly
controls it, telling the Programs exactly
what they can and cannot do. Nobody
dared to disobey him, until four best friends
- Data, Perl, Bit and Byte - defied him. They
were playing where they weren’t allowed
when CPU caught them. Enraged by their
disobedience CPU banished each of them
to separate corners of the galaxy - far from
Ram and their families… But nobody tells
Data, Perl, Bit and Byte they can’t go home.

Contents
100 cards divided as follows:
60 Grid cards (small orange back)
2 x CPU cards
4 x Bug cards
4 x Function Gem (ruby) cards
32 x Blank cards
18 x Wall cards
32 Instruction cards (large cards)
12 x Move Forward
4 x Turn Around
8 x Turn Left
8 x Turn Right
4 Program cards (small purple back)
1 x Bit
1 x Byte
1 x Perl

Can you help Data, Perl, Bit and Byte to
return to their home, Ram, without being
caught by CPU or his feared henchman,
Bug?
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GOAL
To get your Program home to the planet Ram while
avoiding Walls, Bugs and the evil overlord CPU.

1 x Data
4 Planet cards (small purple back)

Playing the BASIC game
Each player has to guide their Program through the Grid (avoiding Walls, Bugs and the
dreaded CPU) to reach the planet Ram. The player does this by issuing their Program with
Instructions on how to move by showing the other players an instruction card (the player is
writing a line of computer code for their Program).
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BLANK card - The player can move their Program forward on top of the
blank card

Each player chooses one of the Programs to play
and is given four INSTRUCTION cards (one of
each)

WALL card - The player cannot move their Program forward and will
have to find another way to reach planet Ram
FUNCTION GEM (Ruby) card - The player can remove the Function
card and hold onto it until the end of the game (the Function Gem’s
powers are used in the Advanced rules). After removing the card the
player can move their Program forward onto the empty space

Shuﬄe the Grid cards and set the cards up
as shown on the right. The Programs
should all face in a clockwise direction (the
arrow above the Program’s head
determines the direction it is facing)

BUG card - The player’s Program must return to its starting position in
the corner of the Grid
CPU card - Every player’s Program (unless they have reached planet
Ram) must return to their starting position and all the Grid cards are
RESET (i.e. the Grid is returned to the “Starting Grid Layout” as if no
cards have been revealed)

By default there are 60 Grid cards included
in the game but only 56 are required. Place
the 4 spare Grid cards to one side (they are
not needed)
The youngest player goes first and play
moves in a clockwise direction

If the player shows a MOVE FORWARD instruction card, then before moving their
Program forward they must first turn over (reveal) the card in front of their Program.
If the revealed card is a:

Please note, a Program cannot move outside the playing area (Grid)
STARTING GRID LAYOUT

On a player’s turn they show the other players the INSTRUCTION card they want
their Program to move or turn (they are issuing a line of
code to their Program)
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If a player finds all of their paths blocked by Walls or other obstacles then at the start
of their turn they can nominate an obstacle to be removed. They then have their turn
as normal
After the player has had their turn, they keep the Instruction card they showed and
the next player has their turn (players should always have the four Instruction cards
to choose from). Players continue taking it in turns until everybody has reached
planet Ram

If the player shows a TURN instruction card they turn
their Program as per the Instruction card
In the example shown on the right the player shows a
TURN RIGHT instruction card, which turns their
Program to the right - but this does NOT
move their Program forward. Turning and
Moving are two separate steps (this is
important as the players are learning to
break problems down into their smallest
steps/components as would be required
if they were programming a computer)

BEFORE THEIR TURN

THE PROGRAMS

AFTER THEIR TURN
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